
BALEFUL POLYMORPH HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Targets  one creature 

Duration  varies

You attempt to transform the target creature into a harmless animal appropriate to the area, with effects based on its Fortitude save.
Success The target’s body gains minor features of the harmless animal. Its insides churn, causing it to be sick 1. When it recovers from

the sickness, its features revert to normal.
Critical Success The target is unaffected.
Failure The target transforms for 1 minute but keeps its mind.
It can spend all its actions on its turn concentrating on its original form, granting it a Will save to end the effect.
Critical Failure The target is transformed into the chosen harmless animal, body and mind, for 1 day.

Heightened (8th) On a critical failure, the duration is unlimited.

Polymorph 

Transmutation

BARKSKIN HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  touch; Targets  one creature 

Duration  1 minute

The target’s skin is covered in bark. The target gains resistance 1 to bludgeoning and piercing damage and weakness 2 to fire.
Heightened (+2) The resistances increase by 2 and weakness by 3.

Abjuration 

Plant

BURNING HANDS HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Area  15-foot cone

Gouts of flame rush from your hands. You deal 3d6 fire damage to creatures in the area; they must each attempt a Reflex save.
Success The creature takes half damage.
Critical Success The creature takes no damage.
Failure The creature takes full damage.
Critical Failure The creature takes double damage.

Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 2d6.

Evocation 

Fire

CHAIN LIGHTNING HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  500 feet; Targets  one creature, plus any number of additional creatures

You discharge a powerful bolt of lightning at the target, dealing 9d12 electricity damage unless it succeeds at a Reflex save. The
electricity arcs to another creature within 30 feet of the first target, jumps to another creature within 30 feet of that target, and so on.
You can end the chain at any point. You can’t target the same creature more than once, and you must have line of effect to all targets.
Targets after the first take 8d12 electricity damage and must attempt a Reflex save. Roll the damage only once and apply it to each

target (halving or doubling when necessary).
Success The targets take half damage.
Critical Success The targets are unaffected, and the chain ends.
Failure The targets take full damage

Critical Failure The targets take double damage.
Heightened (+1) The damage to all targets increases by 1d12.

Electricity 

Evocation

CHARM HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Targets  one humanoid creature 

Duration  1 hour or until dismissed

To the target, your words are honey and your visage bathed in dreamy haze. It must attempt a Will save, with a +4 circumstance bonus

if you or your allies recently threatened it or acted hostile.
You can dismiss charm with a Verbal Casting action. If you act hostile to the target, the spell ends. When the spell ends, the target

doesn’t necessarily realize it was charmed unless its friendship with you or the actions you convinced it to take clash with its

expectations, which could potentially allow you to convince the target to continue being your friend via mundane means.
Success The target is unaffected, but thinks your spell was something harmless instead of charm, unless it identifies the spell (usually
with Identify Magic).

Critical Success The target is unaffected and aware you tried to charm it.
Failure The target’s attitude becomes friendly toward you. If it was friendly, it becomes helpful. It can’t act hostile toward you.
Critical Failure Target is helpful and can’t act hostile toward you.

Heightened (4th) You can target any creature, not just humanoids.
Heightened (8th) You can target up to 10 creatures of any kind.

Emotion 

Enchantment 

Mental

CLOUDKILL HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Material Casting,  Somatic Casting Verbal Casting 

Range  120 feet; Area  20-foot burst 
Duration  1 minute or until dismissed

You conjure a moving bank of poisonous fog. This functions as obscuring mist, except the area moves 10 feet away from you each

round. You deal 7d6 poison damage to each breathing creature that starts its turn in the spell’s area; each creature must attempt a

Fortitude save.
Success The creature takes half damage.
Critical Success The creature takes no damage.
Failure The creature takes full damage.
Critical Failure The creature takes double damage.

Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 1d6.

Death 

Necromancy 

Poison

CONE OF COLD HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Area  30-foot cone

Icy cold rushes forth from your hands. You deal 14d6 cold damage to creatures in the area; they must each attempt a Reflex save.
When Casting this Spell, you can add a Material Casting action to include a small crystal or icicle. If you do, increase the area to a 60-
foot cone.
Success The creature takes half damage.
Critical Success The creature takes no damage.
Failure The creature takes full damage.
Critical Failure The creature takes double damage.

Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 2d6.

Cold 

Evocation

CONTINUAL FLAME HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Material Casting,  Somatic Casting Verbal Casting 

Cost  6 gp worth of ruby dust Range  touch; Targets  one object 

Duration  unlimited

A magical flame springs up from the object, as bright as a torch. It doesn’t need oxygen, react to water, or generate heat.
Heightened (+1) The cost increases as follows: 16 gp for 3rd level; 30 gp for 4th; 60 gp for 5th; 120 gp for 6th; 270 gp for 7th; 540 gp
for 8th; 1,350 gp for 9th; and 3,350 gp for 10th.

Evocation 

Light

CREATE FOOD HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting 10 minutes (Somatic, Verbal) 
Range  30 feet

You create enough food to feed six Medium creatures for a day; it’s bland and unappealing and leaves the eater unsatisfied. After 1
day, if no one has eaten the food, it decays and becomes inedible.
Most Small creatures eat one-fourth as much as a Medium creature (one-sixteenth as much for most Tiny creatures), and most Large

creatures eat 10 times as much (100 times as much for Huge creatures and so on).
Heightened (4th) You can feed 12 Medium creatures.
Heightened (6th) You can feed 50 Medium creatures.
Heightened (8th) You can feed 200 Medium creatures.

Conjuration

DRAGON FORM HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Duration  1 minute or until dismissed

You transform into a Large dragon battle form. You must have space to expand or the spell is lost. You count as a dragon in addition
to your normal traits. Your gear is absorbed into you; the constant abilities of your gear still function, but you can’t activate it. When

you transform, you gain the following:
• Blindsense 60 feet and darkvision.
• Athletics bonus of +20 unless your own bonus is higher.
• AC 29 (TAC 26), ignore armor’s check penalty and reduced Speed.
• 10 temporary Hit Points while you have the form.
• Resistance 10 against the damage type of your breath weapon.
• speed 40 feet and fly Speed 100 feet.
• One or more natural melee attacks, which are the only types of attacks you can use. You’re trained with them. Your attack modifier

is +20 and your damage bonus is +11. These are Strength based (for the purposes of enfeebled, for example).
• You can activate a breath weapon by spending 2 actions. A creature that succeeds at a DC 24 saving throw takes half damage, or
no damage on a critical success. The saving throw is a Reflex save unless stated otherwise in the special ability description below.

Polymorph 

Transmutation
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Once activated, your breath weapon can’t be used again for 1d4 rounds. Your breath weapon is an arcane evocation with the appropriate
damage trait. The shape, damage, and damage type depend on your specific dragon form (see below).
These special statistics can be adjusted only by penalties, circumstance bonuses, and conditional bonuses. Your battle form prevents

casting spells or taking most actions with the manipulate trait that require hands (the GM decides if there’s doubt). You can dismiss the

spell with an action (this action has the concentrate trait).
If you prepare this spell, choose from the following options. When in battle form, you gain the attacks, movement types, and special

abilities listed below for the corresponding form:
• Black jaws, Damage 1d12 piercing plus 2d6 acid; claw (agile), Damage 2d10 slashing; tail (reach 10 feet), Damage 2d10 bludgeoning;

horns (reach 10 feet), Damage 2d8 piercing; swim 60 feet; breath weapon 60-foot line, 11d6 acid.
• Blue burrow 20 feet; jaws, Damage 1d10 piercing plus 1d12 electricity; claw (agile), Damage 2d10 slashing; tail (reach 10), Damage

2d10 bludgeoning; horns (reach 10), Damage 2d8 piercing; breath weapon 80-foot line, 6d12 electricity.
• Green swim 40 feet, nonmagical foliage doesn’t count as difficult terrain; jaws, Damage 1d12 piercing plus 2d6 poison; claw (agile),

Damage 2d10 slashing; tail (reach 10), Damage 2d10 bludgeoning; horns (reach 10), Damage 2d8 piercing; breath weapon 30-foot cone,
10d6 poison (Fortitude save instead of Reflex).
• Red ignore concealed from smoke; jaws, Damage 1d12 piercing plus 2d6 fire; claw (agile), Damage 3d6 slashing; tail (reach 10),

Damage 2d10 bludgeoning; wing (reach 10), Damage 2d8 bludgeoning; breath weapon 30-foot cone, 10d6 fire.
• White climb 25 feet on ice; jaws, Damage 2d6 piercing plus 2d6 cold; claw (agile), Damage 2d10 slashing; tail (reach 10), Damage 2d10

bludgeoning; breath weapon 30-foot cone, 10d6 cold.
• Brass burrow 20 feet; jaws, Damage 2d8 piercing plus 2d4 fire; claw (agile), 2d10 slashing; tail (reach 10 feet), Damage 2d10

bludgeoning; spikes (reach 10 feet), Damage 2d8 piercing; breath weapon 60-foot line, 15d4 fire.
• Bronze swim 40 feet; jaws, Damage 1d10 piercing plus 1d12 electricity; claw (agile), Damage 2d10 slashing; tail (reach 10 feet),

Damage 2d10 bludgeoning; wing (reach 10 feet), Damage 2d8 slashing; breath weapon 80-foot line, 6d12 electricity.
• Copper climb 25 feet on stone; jaws, Damage 1d12 piercing plus 2d6 acid; claw (agile), Damage 2d10 slashing; tail (reach 10 feet),

Damage 2d10 bludgeoning; wing (reach 10 feet), Damage 2d8 bludgeoning; breath weapon 60-foot line, 10d6 acid.
• Gold swim 40 feet; jaws, Damage 1d12 piercing plus 2d6 fire; claw (agile), Damage 3d6 slashing; tail (reach 10 feet), Damage 2d10

bludgeoning; horns (reach 10 feet), Damage 2d8 piercing; breath weapon 30-foot cone, 6d10 fire.
• silver walk on clouds; jaws, Damage 1d12 piercing plus 2d6 cold; claw (agile), Damage 2d10 slashing; tail (reach 10), Damage 2d10

bludgeoning; breath weapon 30-foot cone, 8d8 cold.
Heightened (8th) Your battle form is Huge, your fly Speed is accelerated 20, and your attacks have 10-foot reach (15 if they previously
had 10). Your statistics are Athletics +26; AC 35 (TAC 31); 15 temporary HP; attack modifier +26; damage bonus +17; breath weapon DC
30; +14 conditional bonus to breath weapon damage.

EARTHQUAKE SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  500 feet; Area  60-foot burst 
Duration  1 round

You shake the ground, topple creatures, and shatter structures.
• Shaking Ground The ground is difficult terrain, and creatures on it take a –2 circumstance penalty to attack rolls and skill checks.
• Fissures Each creature on the ground must attempt a Reflex save at the start of its turn to keep footing and avoid falling into 40-foot-

deep fissures that open. The fissures are permanent, and their walls require DC 15 Athletics to Climb.
• Collapse Structures and ceilings might collapse. The GM rolls a flat check for each (DC 16 for a sturdy structure, DC 14 for an average

structure and most natural formations, DC 9 for a shoddy structure, or higher or lower as the GM sees fit). A collapse deals 11d6
bludgeoning damage; each creature caught in a collapse must attempt a Reflex save to escape it.

Success The creature takes Half collapse damage and falls prone.
Critical Success Half collapse damage.
Failure Full collapse damage and falls prone.
Critical Failure Full collapse damage and falls into a fissure.
The GM might add additional effects in certain areas. Cliffs might collapse, causing creatures to fall, or a lake might drain as fissures

open up below its surface, leaving a morass of quicksand.
Heightened (10th) You create a massive earthquake that can devastate a settlement. The range increases to half a mile and the area to

a quarter-mile burst.

Earth 

Evocation

FINGER OF DEATH HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Targets  one living creature

You point your finger toward the target and speak a word of slaying. You deal 65 negative damage to the target, and the target must

attempt a Fortitude save. If the damage from finger of death reduces the target to 0 Hit Points, the target dies instantly.
Success The target takes half damage.
Critical Success The target is unaffected.
Failure The target takes full damage.
Critical Failure The target dies instantly.

Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 10.

Death 

Necromancy

FIRE SEEDS HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Duration  1 minute

Four acorns grow in your hand, their shells streaked with red patterns. You or anyone else who has one of the
acorns can toss it up to 30 feet with an action that has the manipulate trait. It explodes in a 5-foot burst, dealing 5d6 fire damage,
and each creature in the area must attempt a Reflex save. The save uses your spell DC, even if someone else throws the acorn.
Success The creature takes half damage.
Critical Success The creature is unaffected.
Failure The creature takes full damage.
Critical Failure The creature takes double damage.
Flames continue to burn on the ground in the burst for 1 minute, dealing 2d6 fire damage to any creature that enters the flames or

ends its turn within them. A creature can take damage from the continuing flames only once per round, even if it’s in overlapping
areas of fire created by different acorns.
When the spell ends, any remaining acorns rot and turn to ordinary soil.

Heightened (8th) The burst damage increases to 5d6 and the continuing flames damage increases to 3d6.
Heightened (9th) The burst damage increases to 6d6 and the continuing flames damage increases to 3d6.

Evocation 

Fire 

Plant

FIRE SHIELD HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Duration  1 minute

You wreathe yourself in flames, gaining cold resistance 5.
Additionally, adjacent creatures that hit you with a melee attack, as well as creatures that touch you or hit you with an unarmed

attack, take 2d6 fire damage each time they do.
Heightened (+2) The cold resistance increases by 5 and the fire damage increases by 1d6.

Evocation 

Fire

FIREBALL HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  500 feet; Area  20-foot burst

A burst of fire explodes, dealing 8d6 fire damage; creatures in the area must attempt a Reflex save.
Success The creature takes half damage.
Critical Success The creature is unaffected.
Failure The creature takes full damage.
Critical Failure The creature takes double damage.

Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 2d6.

Evocation 

Fire

FLAMING SPHERE HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Area  one 5-foot square 
Duration  concentration or until dismissed (see below)

You create a sphere of flame in a square within range. The sphere deals 4d6 fire damage to each creature in the sphere’s square;
each creature must attempt a Reflex save. Once per round when you Concentrate on this Spell, you can direct the sphere to roll to a
spot within range and deal 3d6 fire damage; each creature in that square must attempt a Reflex save. You can’t Concentrate on the
Spell to move the sphere during the round you create it.
Success The creature is unaffected.
Failure The creature takes full damage.
Critical Failure The creature takes double damage.

Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 1d6.

Evocation 

Fire

HEAL HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting or more 

Range  touch, Range  30 feet, or Area  30-foot aura (see text); Targets  one willing living creature or one undead

creature

You channel positive energy to heal the living or damage the undead. You restore Hit Points equal to 1d8 plus your spellcasting ability
modifier to a willing living target, or deal that amount of positive damage to an undead target. The number of actions you spend when

Casting this Spell determines its targets, range, area, and other parameters.
• Somatic Casting The spell has a range of touch. You must succeed at a melee touch attack to damage an undead target.
• Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting The spell has a range of 30 feet and doesn’t require a touch attack when targeting an undead
creature. An undead target must attempt a Fortitude save, taking half damage on a success, no damage on a critical success, or double
damage on a critical failure.
• Material Casting, Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting You disperse positive energy in a 30-foot aura. This has the same effect

as the two-action version, but it targets all living and undead creatures in the burst and reduces the amount of healing or damage to

your spellcasting ability modifier.

Healing 

Necromancy 
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Heightened (+1) The amount of healing or damage increases by 1d8, or by 2d8 if you’re using the 1- or 2-action version to heal the
living.

HORRID WILTING SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  500 feet; Targets  any number of living creatures

You pull the moisture from the targets’ bodies, dealing 12d10 negative damage. Each target must attempt a Fortitude save to avoid

withering in this fashion. Creatures made of water (such as water elementals) and plant creatures automatically treat their outcomes as

one degree of success worse. Creatures whose bodies contain no significant moisture (such as earth elementals) are immune to horrid

wilting.
Success Half damage.
Critical Success No damage.
Failure Full damage.
Critical Failure Double damage.

Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 1d10.

Necromancy 

Negative

LIGHTNING BOLT HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Area  60-foot line

All creatures in the area must attempt a Reflex save to avoid taking 5d12 electricity damage.
Success Half damage.
Critical Success No damage.
Failure Full damage.
Critical Failure Double damage.

Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 1d12.

Electricity 

Evocation

MASK OF TERROR HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Targets  one creature 

Duration  1 minute

The target appears to be a gruesome and terrifying creature to anyone observing it. The effect is unique to each
observer, so a human viewing the target might see a demon with bloody fangs and a demon observing the target

might see a glowing angelic visage.
When any creature attempts a hostile action or reaction against the target, the creature must attempt a Will save. Once it does, it

doesn’t need to attempt another save against mask of terror for any actions or reactions it spends until the end of its next turn.
Success The creature is unaffected.
Failure The creature becomes frightened 2 before taking its action or reaction.
Critical Failure The creature becomes frightened 2 and its action or reaction fails and is wasted.

Heightened (8th) You can target up to 5 creatures. If a creature spends an action or reaction that affects multiple targets simultaneously,
it needs to attempt only one save against mask of terror.

Emotion 

Fear 

Illusion 

Mental 

Visual

MOMENT OF RENEWAL SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  touch; Targets  one creature

The target experiences a day’s worth of recovery in an instant. Any detrimental effects that would be gone after 24 hours end, though
this doesn’t shorten the duration of any active spells affecting the target. The target regains Hit Points and recovers from conditions as if

it had taken 24 hours of rest. The creature doesn’t regain spells for resting or get other benefits of rest other than healing.
The target is then bolstered against all moment of renewal spells.

Healing 

Necromancy

MONSTROSITY FORM SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Duration  1 minute or until dismissed

You transform into the shape of a legendary monster, assuming a Huge battle form. You must have enough space to expand into or the

spell is lost. You count as an animal in addition to your normal traits while in this form. Your gear is absorbed into your form; your
constant abilities of your gear still function, but you can’t activate any item abilities. When you transform, you gain the following:
• AC 36 (TAC 33) and ignore your armor’s check penalty and Speed reduction.
• One or more natural melee attacks, which are the only types of attacks you can use. You’re trained with them.
When attacking with them, your attack modifier is +26 and the damage bonus is listed with your attacks. These are Strength-based

attacks (for the purposes of the enfeebled condition, for example).
• 20 temporary Hit Points that go away when you leave your battle form.
• Darkvision.
• Athletics +27 (unless your own total modifier is higher).
The special statistics of your battle form can be adjusted only by penalties, circumstance bonuses, and conditional bonuses.

Polymorph 

Transmutation

Your battle form prevents you from casting spells, speaking, or using most actions with the manipulate trait that require your hands

(the GM determines which manipulate actions you can spend if there’s doubt). You can dismiss this spell by using an action (this
action has the concentrate trait).
When you prepare this spell, choose the creature you wish to turn into from the following options. When in battle form, you gain the

attacks, movement types, and special abilities listed.
• phoenix beak (reach 15 feet), Damage 2d6+12 piercing plus 2d4 fire and 2d4 persistent fire; talon (agile, reach 15 feet), Damage

2d8+12 slashing; Speed 30 feet, fly 90 feet; Shroud of Flame: You gain a divine fire aura that extends out 20 feet from you. A creature
that enters or ends its turn within the aura takes 2d6 fire damage. A creature can take this damage only once per turn. You can spend
1 action with the concentrate trait to activate or deactivate this aura.
• Purple Worm jaws (reach 10 feet), Damage 2d12+20 piercing; stinger (agile, reach 10 feet), Damage 2d8+15 piercing plus 2d6
persistent poison; body (reach 10 feet) Damage 2d8+20 bludgeoning; Speed 40 feet, burrow 30 feet, swim 20 feet; Inexorable: You
automatically recover from the paralyzed, slowed, and stunned conditions at the end of each of your turns. You’re also immune to being

hampered and immobilized and ignore difficult terrain and greater difficult terrain.
• Sea Serpent jaws (reach 15 feet), Damage 2d12+20 piercing; tail (reach 25 feet), Damage 2d8+20 bludgeoning; Speed 20 feet, swim
90 feet; Spine Rake: You can spend a move action to extend your spines and swim or Stride. Each creature you’re adjacent to at any
point during your movement takes 4d8+10 slashing damage (Reflex DC 30 for half damage, or no damage on a critical success).
Heightened (9th)  Your statistics are AC 29 (TAC 26); attack modifer of +28; add 1 additional damage die on all Strikes; 25 temporary

HP; Athletics +29.

MOON FRENZY HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Targets  up to 5 willing creatures 
Duration  1 minute

A feral aspect overcomes the targets, making them tough and savage. Targets gain 5 temporary Hit Points, are accelerated 10, and gain
weakness 5 to silver. They also grow vicious fangs and claws, both of which are unarmed attacks. The fangs deal 3d8 piercing damage;
the claws deal 3d6 slashing damage and have the agile and finesse traits. The targets use their highest weapon or unarmed attack

proficiency with these attacks. On a critical hit with one of these weapons, the target takes 1d4 persistent bleed damage.
The targets can’t spend concentrate actions unless those actions have the rage trait. Their Seek actions gain the rage trait during the

spell’s duration. A creature can attempt to end the spell’s effect on themself by spending an action and attempting a Will save against

your spell DC.
If a target is in the light of a full moon, they also grow by one size if they were Medium or smaller. This increases the reach of a

Medium or Tiny creature by 5 feet.
Heightened (6th) The temporary Hit Points increase to 10 the silver weakness to 10, and the damage dealt by the attacks to four dice.
Heightened (8th) The temporary Hit Points increase to 15 the silver weakness to 15, and the damage dealt by the attacks to five dice.

Morph 

Transmutation

POLAR RAY SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  120 feet; Targets  one creature or object

You fire a blue-white ray of freezing air and swirling sleet from your finger that can chill its target to the bones. You must succeed at

a ranged touch attack to affect the target, which then takes 13d8 cold damage and is drained 2.
Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 2d8.

Cold 

Evocation

PUNISHING WINDS SPELL

Casting Material Casting,  Somatic Casting Verbal Casting 

Range  100 feet; Area  30-foot radius, 100-foot-tall cylinder 
Duration  concentration, up to 1 minute

Violent winds and a powerful downdraft fill the area, forming a cyclone. All flying creatures in the area descend 40 feet. The entire area
is greater difficult terrain for flying and difficult terrain for creatures on the ground or climbing. Any creature that ends its turn flying
within the area descends 20 feet. Any creature pushed into a surface by this spell’s winds takes falling damage.
The squares at the outside vertical edges of the cylinder prevent creatures from leaving. They’re greater difficult terrain, and any

creature attempting to push through must succeed at an Athletics check (or Flying Maneuver) against your spell DC to get through. A
creature that fails ends its current action but can try again.

Air 

Evocation

SHOCKING GRASP HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  touch; Targets  one creature

On a hit, the target takes electricity damage equal to 1d12 plus your spellcasting ability modifier. If the target is
wearing metal armor or is made of metal, you gain a +1 circumstance bonus to your attack roll with shocking grasp and the target

takes 1d6 persistent electricity damage on a hit. On a critical hit, double the damage, but not the persistent damage.
Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 1d12 and the persistent electricity damage increases by 1.

Attack 

Electricity 

Evocation
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STONESKIN HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  touch; Targets  one creature 

Duration  20 minutes

The target’s skin hardens like stone. It gains resistance 5 to physical damage (any bludgeoning, piercing, or slashing damage) and
weakness 5 to adamantine. Each time the target is hit by a bludgeoning, piercing, or slashing attack, stoneskin’s duration decreases by 1
minute.
Heightened (6th) The resistance and weakness increase to 10.
Heightened (8th) The resistance and weakness increase to 15.

Abjuration

SUMMON NATURE’S ALLY HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Material Casting,  Somatic Casting Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet 
Duration  concentration, up to 1 minute or until dismissed

You summon a level 0 creature from the summon nature’s ally list.
This creature fights for you until the spell ends. The creature gains the summoned trait. The spell automatically ends if the monster’s

Hit Points drop to 0. Summoned creatures have 2 actions per turn (which they use when you Concentrate on the Spell) and can’t use
reactions. The creature attacks your enemies to the best of its abilities. If you can communicate with it, you can attempt to command it

as part of your action to Concentrate on a Spell, but the GM determines the degree to which it follows your commands.
Heightening the spell increases the maximum level of monster you can summon. You can always summon a monster of a lower level

than the spell allows.
Heightened (2nd) Level 1.
Heightened (3rd) Level 2.
Heightened (4th) Level 3.
Heightened (5th) Level 5.
Heightened (6th) Level 7.
Heightened (7th) Level 9.
Heightened (8th) Level 11.
Heightened (9th) Level 13.
Heightened (10th) Level 15.

Summon Nature’s Ally List
1st:  Level 0: bloodseeker, bobcat, dog, dire rat, fire beetle, pig, pony, viper 
2nd:  Level 1: Constrictor snake, electric eel, goblin dog, horse, hunting spider, hyena, leopard, mephit elemental, wolf 
3rd:  Level 2: blue shark, boar, crocodile, deinonychus, giant bat, giant snake, panther, pteranodon, warg, warhorse 
4th:  Level 3: ankhrav, bunyip, cockatrice, dryad, giant scorpion, grizzly bear, hyaenadon, lion, minor elemental 

5th:  Level 5: Lesser elemental, redcap, smilodon; Level 4: great white shark, tiger 
6th:  Level 7: quetzalcoatlus pterosaur; Level 6: ankylosaurus, cave bear, shambler, smilodon tiger 

7th:  Level 8: Greater elemental, megalodon, roc, giant anaconda, mastodon, treant 
8th:  Level 11: Elder elemental, goliath spider; Level 10: tyrannosaurus 
9th:  Level 13: purple worm; Level 12: rusalka, sea serpent 
10th:  Level 15: phoenix

Conjuration

SUNBURST HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  500 feet; Area  60-foot burst

A globe of searing sunlight explodes in the area, dealing 9d8 fire damage to creatures and objects in the area, plus
9d8 additional positive damage to undead creatures. Creatures and objects in the area must attempt a Reflex save.

Success Half damage.
Critical Success No damage.
Failure Full damage.
Critical Failure Full damage and blinded permanently.
If the globe overlaps with an area of magical darkness or affects a creature affected by magical darkness, sunburst attempts to dispel

the darkness effect.
Heightened (+1) The fire damage increases by 1d8 and the positive damage against undead increases by 1d8.

Evocation 

Fire 

Light 

Positive

TREE STRIDE UNCOMMON HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting 1 minute (Material, Somatic, Verbal)

You step into a living tree with a trunk large enough to fit you and instantly teleport to any tree of the same

species within 5 miles that also has a sufficiently large trunk. Once you enter the first tree, you instantly know the rough locations of
other sufficiently large trees of the same species within range and can leave from the original tree, if you prefer. You can’t carry
extradimensional spaces with you; if you attempt to do so, the spell fails.
Heightened (6th) The destination tree can be up to 50 miles away.

Conjuration 

Teleportation

Heightened (8th) The destination tree can be up to 500 miles away.
Heightened (9th) The destination tree can be anywhere on the same planet, though you are unlikely to find a tree of the same species

on a noncontiguous continent.

VOLCANIC ERUPTION HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  120 feet; Area  5-foot radius, 80-foot-tall

The ground opens up, spraying a column of lava high into the air in a vertical cylinder, dealing 17d6 fire damage. Creatures in the area
must attempt a Reflex save or take 13d6 fire damage.
The lava rapidly cools, and creatures in the area might become partially encased in rock depending on their Reflex saves. A creature

encased in rock is sluggish 1, is hampered 5 feet, and when flying treats all normal terrain as difficult terrain. A flying creature
immediately descends 20 feet the moment it’s encased, but doesn’t take falling damage from this movement.
A creature encased in rock can attempt to Break Open or Escape against your spell DC to end the effect. Otherwise, the creature

remains encased until it takes a total of 50 damage, freeing it from the rock.
Success Half damage and not encased.
Critical Success No damage and not encased.
Failure Full damage and encased.
Critical Failure Double damage and encased.
Additionally, creatures in the area that critically succeed at their saves and creature that are within 5 feet of the lava column

automatically takes 2d6 fire damage from the intense heat.
Heightened (+1) The damage dealt in the area increases by 2d6, and the damage dealt by the intense heat increases by 1d6.

Evocation 

Fire

WALL OF FIRE HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Material Casting,  Somatic Casting Verbal Casting Range  120 feet 
Duration  1 minute

You create either a 5-foot-thick, 60-foot-long, 10-foot-high wall of flame in a straight line or a 5-foot-thick, 10-foot-radius ring of flame.
The wall stands vertically in either form; if you wish, the wall can be of a shorter length or height. Everything on each side of the wall
is concealed from creatures on the opposite side. Any creature crossing the wall or occupying the wall’s area at the start of its turn
takes 4d6 fire damage.
Heightened (+1) The fire damage increases by 1d6.

Evocation 

Fire

WALL OF THORNS HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Material Casting,  Somatic Casting Verbal Casting 

Range  60 feet 
Duration  1 minute

You create a 5-foot-thick, 60-foot-long, and 10-foot-high wall of brambles and thorns in a straight line. The wall stands vertically. If you
wish, the wall can be of a shorter length or height. Everything on each side of the wall has cover from creatures on the opposite side,
and the wall’s space counts as difficult terrain. For every move action a creature uses that enters at least one of the wall’s spaces,
that creature takes 4d4 piercing damage.
Each 5-foot-by-5-foot section of the wall has AC 10, TAC 6, and Hardness 9. A broken section can be moved through freely.

Heightened (+1) The Hardness of each section of the wall increases by 2 and the piercing damage increases by 1d4.

Conjuration 

Plant

WEAPON STORM HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Area  30-foot cone or 10-foot aura

Your Somatic Casting action for this spell is a swing with one weapon you’re holding that you’re trained with, so you can use the
Somatic Casting action even if you don’t have a hand free.
The weapon magically multiplies into duplicates that swipe at all creatures in either a cone or an aura, dealing five dice of damage

to creatures in the area. This damage has the same type as the chosen weapon and uses the same die size. Determine the die size

as if you were attacking with the weapon; for instance, if you were wielding a two-hand weapon in both hands, you’d use its two-hand
damage die. Each creature in the area must attempt a Reflex save.
Success Half damage.
Critical Success Unaffected.
Failure Full damage.
Critical Failure Double damage, plus the weapon’s critical specialization effect.

Heightened (+1) Add another damage die.

Evocation

WIND WALK SPELL

Casting 10 minutes (Material, Somatic, Verbal) 
Range  touch; Targets  you and up to five creatures touched 

Duration  8 hours

When you cast this spell, all targets transform into a vaguely cloud-like form and are picked up by a wind moving in the direction of

your choice. You can Concentrate on the Spell to change the wind’s direction. The wind carries the targets at a Speed of 20 miles per

hour, but if any of the targets make an attack, Cast a Spell, come under attack, or otherwise enter encounter mode, the spell ends for
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all targets and they drift gently to the ground.


